On the road to Paris: State of play - EU position
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Wider context (1):
Broadening global climate action well beyond Kyoto
• Global agreement on staying below
2°Celsius (Copenhagen/Cancun)

• Around 100 countries responsible
for > 80% of global GHG emissions
made concrete emission pledges
(Copenhagen/Cancun), including all
major economies
• Growing global action, but
fragmented and diverse
• Growing action outside the UNFCCC,
e.g. cities, business, plurilateral
cooperative initiatives
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Wider context (2): Regional patterns of GHG
emissions are shifting along with changes in the
world economy.
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Origin of global CO2 emissions
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Global trends since 1990
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EU‘s role : Reducing GHG emissions…
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Target for the 1st commitment period (2008–2012)

EU‘s role : …while growing the economy
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EU’s role : Intended nationally
determined contribution
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EU’s policies show climate action and
growth can go hand-in-hand

2030 targets will bring additional benefits:
• Fuel savings: additional € 18 billion fuel per year next 2 decades
• Energy security: additional 11% cut in energy imports in 2030
• Innovation: jobs & growth
• Health and air pollution benefits:
€7-13.5 billion in 2030
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Progress across all sectors
Between 1995 and 2010 the average consumption
of new cars in the EU decreased by 27%
New dwellings built today consume on average 40%
less than dwellings built 20 years ago
The share of refrigerators meeting the highest
energy efficiency labelling classes (A and above)
increased from less than 5% in 1995 to more than
90% 15 years later
EU industry improved its energy intensity by almost
19% between 2001 and 2011
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EU’s role : Priorities for Paris
• Addressing mitigation, adaptation, finance,
technology, capacity-building, transparency of action
and support in a comprehensive way

• Keeping global average temperature increase below
2°C vs. pre-industrial levels
• Broadening participation
• Nationally determined contributions to be included in the
form of mitigation commitments that have legal force

• Further strengthen multilateral rules through monitoring,
reporting and verification, accounting and compliance
• Mechanism to regularly 5-yearly review and
strengthen level of ambition
• Catalyse action by all types of stakeholders, building
on pre-2020 experience
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What do we need the Agreement to
deliver?
• Long term goal
• Fair, ambitious and legally binding
mitigation commitments for all Parties
• Dynamism - 5 yearly reviews to increase
ambition
• Robust common rules for transparency and
accountability
• Climate resilient sustainable development
• Efficient and effective implementation and
cooperation
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Three key political issues pervade
the negotiations
Differentiation – evolving landscape
•Aim for strong mitigation commitments by all,
onus on major economies
•INDCs: “nationally determined”, but must allow fair and contemporary
distribution of effort
Legal form and force
•Aim for maximum strength of commitments countries can accept
•Transparency and accountability essential for credibility
Balance

•Reducing emissions is central objective of the Convention
•Adaptation and support to countries that need it must be addressed
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Context: towards the 2015 Agreement
A new international climate agreement applicable to all
to keep global average temperature increase below 2°C

Lima 2014

Durban 2011:
launch of
Durban
"Mandate"

Bonn, June 2015:
Work on negotiating text

Agreement on
content of
INDCs

Warsaw
2013: call for
intended
nationally
determined
contributions
(INDCs) by
March 2015
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Paris 2015:
adoption of the
new
Agreement

Parallel textual negotiations and
political engagement
UNFCCC
2nd half 2015
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Bonn Paris

Informal
ministerial
MEF

G20 Summit

Most recent developments
Under UNFCCC – Bonn, June 2015

Ministerial and Leaders’ discussions

▫

No substantive negotiations laborious work on 96-page “Geneva”
negotiating text – cut by about 5%

▫

Request to co-Chairs to deliver a more
manageable text with clearer
options by 24 July – consensus that
a fit for purpose text is needed

 Major Economies Forum 18–20/4,
informal ministerial in Paris 6-7/5,
Petersberg Dialogue 18-19/5:
constructive discussions on cycle of
ambition, pre-2020, long-term goal

▫

Increasingly heated and politicised
discussions on pre-2020 action: will
be part of the Paris package

▫

Successful event on INDCs
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 G7 Summit: agreement on long-term
goal, progress on finance, last G7
INDC announced (Japan)
 EU action: Union of Mediterranean
ministerial (Morocco, 7-8/5); EUJapan Summit (29/5), EU-CELAC
Summit (10-11/6) – EU-China
(29/6)

Negotiations lag behind the political
process
Momentum
building on
political level

 Mobilisation of multiple stakeholders, building from
Sept 2014 UN Climate Summit
 Intense discussions at Leaders, ministerial levels,
plurilateral and bilateral
 “Landing zones” slowly emerging

Disconnect with
UNFCCC

▫

Negotiating text long and unwieldy

▫

Inflexible positions, process concerns, unclear pathway

▫

Last Bonn session showed technical negotiations reaching
their limits

Strong political steer and leadership are needed – especially from the EU
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Intended nationally determined contributions
“Prisoner’s dilemma” – or a clear case for action by all?

Key players’ INDCs
Switzerland √
EU √
Norway √
Mexico √
US √
Russia √
Canada √
Japan (announced)
Wave of INDCs,
including China,
expected June

Global action

Strong
Free riding on
others’ efforts
–diplomatic
costs?

Cost-effective
pathway to
“below 2°C”

Delayed action,
considerable
future costs

Fears of carbon
leakage, loss of
competitiveness
– or a first
mover’s
advantage?

Our action

Strong
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EU’s INDC: at least 40%
reduction vs. 1990 by 2030

Staying below 2°C:
global action 2020–2030 is critical
Warming projected by 2100
Baselines 4.1- 4.8 °C
Current policy projections 3.6 – 4.2 ° C
With EU, US, CN pledges 2.9 – 3.1 ° C
Below 2 C: 1.5 – 1.7 ° C
Below 1.5 C: 1.3 – 1.5 ° C

Source: Climate Action Tracker
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Conclusions
A conference does not reduce emissions:
Paris is not the end but a milestone

Governments’ commitments are credible
only if the real economy delivers

Paris can create a framework for action
by all: transparent commitments,
collaboration and solidarity
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Thank you!
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/brief/eu/
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